RULES OF THE COMPETITION
Article 1 : Organisatiti on
The SARL PM MANAGEMENT CONSULTING with the capital of 7 500,00 €, hereinafter referred to as
the “the organizer” which is located at 3550 ROUTE DES DOLINES 06410 BIOT, and registered under
the RCS number Antibes B 445 253 875 445 253 875, is organizing a free game with no purchase
obligation from the 19/05/2017 to the 31/07/2017 midnight (day included)
Article 2 : Participants
This free game with no purchase obligation is exclusively available to adults only, at the
starting date of the game, who reside in mainland France, the French Metropolitan area
(Corsica included), “DOM-ROM” and other countries.
Minors are allowed to participate in this game, provided they have previously obtained from
their parents or person representing parental authority the authorization to expressly do so.
The fact of participating implies for them that they have obtained such permission.
Are excluded from the game, individuals who do not meet the above criteria, as well as the
staff members of “the organizer” and any other person having taking part directly or
indirectly in the conception, creation or management of the game as well as their spouses
and family members: direct ascendants or descendants or other parents living under the
same roof or not.
"The organizer” reserves the right to require any partt cipant to prove that he or she meets the
conditons set out above. Anyone not meetng these conditons or refusing to provide proof will be
excluded from the game and will not, in case of a win, receive their prize.
Only one entry per person (same name, same address) is authorized. "The organizer” reserves the
right to make any and all verificatons required to ensure compliance with this rule.
Partcipaton in the game implies full acceptance of these rules.
Article 3 : Terms of Participation
The partcipant must completely and correctly fill out the informaton form for his or her
registratt on to be valid. The player is informed and accepts that the informaton entered in the
informatton form is equivalent to a proof of his or her identty.
All partcipaton made contrary to the provisions of this regulaton will render the partcipaton null
and void. Any partcipant suspected of fraud will be eliminated from the game by "the organizer,”
without any justficaton needed. Any incomplete, incorrect, or illegible identficaton or
partcipaton, whether voluntary or not, or conducted on another form than the one provided for in
this regulatt on will be considered null. The same penalty will apply in case of multt - partcipaton.
Article 4 : Winnings
The prize available is the following:
A day of tennis coaching with Patrick Mouratoglou at the Mouratoglou Tennis Academy, to be used within
the next 12 months
The value of the prizes was determined at the moment of writng this regulaton and cannot be
used to contest their valuaton.
All costs incurred aff er the game, including for the maintenance and use of these prizes, are entrely
the responsibility of the winners.

Article 5 : Designation of Winners
At the end of the prize competton, the prize draw will be held on the 01/08/2017
Article 6 : Announcement of Winners
Winners will be notfied by e-mail at the address which they provided for the prize competton
registraton
Article 7 : Delivery of Prizes
The prize lot date will be decided according to Patrick Mouratoglou’s availabilities.
In case it cannot be delivered, the prize will remain available to the partcipant for 15 days. Aff er
this, he or she will no longer be able to claim it.
The winners agree to accept the prizes as proposed, without any possibility of exchange for cash,
other property, or services of any kind, as well as without any transfer of this benefit to a third party.
Similarly, these prizes will not be subject to claims for compensaton.
"The organizer” reserves the right, in case of the occurrence of an event beyond its control, including
supplier-related issues or unforeseen circumstances, to replace the announced prizes by prizes of
equivalent value. The winner will be informed of the changes.
Article 8: Use of the Personal Data of Participants
Partcipant informaton is stored and used by "the organizer" to record their partcipaton in the
competton and to make the awarding of prizes possible.
Partcipants may, for legitmate reasons, be opposed to the fact that the personal data which they
submit as a part of this game might be processed. They also have a right to object to their data being
used for marketng purposes falling outside of partcipatt on in this competton. They may enforce
these objectons upon registering their partcipaton by writng a letter to “the organizer,” whose
address is mentoned in Artcle 1.
The winner(s) authorize “the organizer” to use their coordinates (last and first names) for advertsing
or public relatons purposes, on any and all mediums, and without this bringing them any
remuneraton, right, or advantage, apart from the allocaton of their prize.
In accordance with the Data Protectt on Act of January 6th, 1978, any partcipant has the right to
demand that the informaton which concerns them be rectfied, completed, clarified, updated, or
deleted, if the informaton which concerns them is inaccurate, incomplete, ambiguous, or
outdated, by writng a letter to “the organizer,” whose address is mentoned in Artcle 1.
Article 9: Rules of the Game
The rules of the game are filed with the SCP ACTA Etude de Maîtres PIERSON Joseph – PIERSON
Hervé et MEROT Alain professional partnership, with a judicial service of
f cer ofce located at 15
rue de Sarre BP 15126 57074 METZ Cedex 3.
The rules may be consulted on the following site:
●

www.mouratoglou-ecocaching.com

They may be sent free of charge (postage refunded upon request) to anybody who
makes a request to "the organizer.”
"The organizer” reserves the right to extent, shorten, modify or cancel the game at any tme, notably in
cases of force majeure, without the partcipants being enttled to claim any compensaton. The rules,
modified through amendment(s) will be filed, as required, with the SCP ACTA Etude de Maîtres PIERSON
Joseph – PIERSON Hervé et MEROT Alain professional partnership, with a judicial service ofcer ofce

located at 15 rue de Sarre BP 15126 57074
METZ Cedex 3.
Article 10: Industrial and Intellectual Property
The reproductton, representaton, or exploitaton of all or part of the components of
this game, including this regulaton, is strictly prohibited.
All trademarks, logos, texts, images, videos, and other distnctve signs displayed on the site as
well as on sites to which it provides access through hyperlinks are the exclusive property of their
owners and are protected as such by the provisions of the Code of Intellectual Property, and
this across the entre world. Their unauthorized reproducton consttutes an infringement
punishable by criminal sanctons.
Unauthorized reproducton of these trademarks, logos, and signs, in whole or in part,
consttutes an infringement punishable by criminal sanctons.
Partcipaton in this game implies full acceptance of these rules by the partcipants.
Article 11: Responsibility
"The organizer” shall not be held liable in any way in case of force majeure or circumstances
outside of its control. "The organizer” cannot be held liable for any delays, loss, thef, damaged
mail, or illegibility of stamps caused by the
postal services. It can moreover not be held responsible, and no recourse may be made against it
in the occurrence of events displaying the characteristcs of force majeure (strikes, storms…)
partally or totally depriving the partcipants of the opportunity to partcipate in the game and/or
the winners from receiving what they have won.
Neither "the organizer” nor its service partners may under any circumstances be held liable for any
incidents that may occur in the use of the prizes by the beneficiaries or their guests as soon as the
winners take possession of them.
Similarly, neither "the organizer” nor its suppliers or partner companies may be held responsible for
the loss or thef of the prizes by the benefifi ciaries as soon as the winners take possession of them.
Any additt onal costs required to take possession of the prizes is the sole responsibility of the
winners, who may not ask "the organizer,” its suppliers or partner companies for any
compensatt on whatsoever.
Article 12 : Lititi gatiti on & Claims
This regulaton is governed by French law.
"The organizer” reserves the right to decide without appeal any difculty which may arise as to
the interpretaton or applicaton of this regulatt on, given that no dispute will be admitted
regarding the terms of the game, the results, the prizes or their recepton, one month afer the
end of the game. Except in clear cases of errors, it is agreed that the informaton resultng from
the game systths of “the organizer” have probatve value in any dispute pertaining to the
connecton and computer processing of such informaton relatng to the game.
All claims must be made to “the organizer” within one month of the end date of the game.
Afer this date, no claims will be accepted. Partcipatt on in the game implies full acceptance of
these rules.
Article 13 : Agreement on Proof
By express agreement between the partcipant and “the organizer,” only “the
organizer’s” systths and computer files will be legally binding.
The digitzed records stored in the “the organizer’s” computer systttths in reasonable conditons
for safety and reliability are considered evidence of relatonships and communicaton between
“the organizer” and the partcipant.

It is therefore agreed that, absent manifest error, “the organizer” may, notably for evidence of any
act done or omission, rely on data, files, records, operatons, and other tmes (such as monitoring or
other reports), be they physical or in a computer or electronic format or medium, that have been
received or directly or indirectly held by “the organizer,” notably in its computer systths.
The items considered thus consttute proofs and, should they be produced as proofs by “the
organizer” in any contentous or other procedure, they will be admissible, valid, and enforceable
between the partes in the same way, in the same conditon, and with the same force as any
document created, received, or held in writng.
Operatons of any kind made using the user name and password assigned to a parttcipant afer
registraton are irrefutably presumed to have been made under the responsibility of the partcipant.
The filing of these contest rules was done through the website: http://www.reglementdejeu.com.

